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Spin Relaxation and g-factor Manipulation in Quantum Dots
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Phonon-induced spin relaxation rates and electron g-factor tuning of quantum dots are studied as function of
in-plane and perpendicular magnetic fields for different dot sizes. We consider Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-
orbit mixing in wide and narrow-gap semiconductors, and show how Zeeman sublevels can relax via piezoelec-
tric (GaAs) and deformation (InSb) potential coupling to acoustic phonons. We find that strong confinement
may induce minima in the rates at particular values of the magnetic field (due to a magnetic field-induced can-
cellation of the spin-orbit effects), where spin relaxation times can reach seconds. We also report ong-factor
anisotropy. We obtain good agreement with available experimental values.
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Since the proposal of a qubit based on the electron spin of
quantum dots (QDs) [1], much work has been done to un-
derstand the processes that may cause their relaxation, since
long coherence times are required. One of those processes is
related to the phonon-induced spin-flip rates of Zeeman sub-
levels in QDs in magnetic fields, where the spin purity of the
levels is broken by the spin-orbit (SO) interaction. A recent
experiment [2] has shown a spin relaxation time≈ 0.55ms at
an in-plane field of 10 T in a GaAs QD defined in a 2DEG.
In general, SO effects have been considered via perturbation
theory [3], although exact treatments have also been presented
[4, 5]. The perturbative approach, which includes only a few
states, has been called into question by the demonstration that
a larger basis is needed in order to achieve convergence even
for the lowest QD states when the QD vertical width is narrow
[4], as a complex interplay between different energy scales
can be present [6]. Insights on the purity of the spin degree
of freedom of electrons in QDs can also be extracted from
measurements of their effectiveg-factor, e.g., by means of ca-
pacitance [7] and energy [8] spectroscopies.

In this work we study spin-flip rates andg-factor tuning in
QDs under SO influence. Our goal is to compare wide and
narrow-gap materials under in-plane and perpendicular mag-
netic fields, at different QD sizes.

The QD is defined by an in-plane parabolic confinement,
V(r) = mω2

0r2/2, wherem (ω0 = E0/~) is the electronic ef-
fective mass (confinement frequency); the QD lateral length
is l0 =

√
~/(mω0). The vertical confinementV(z) is strong

enough so that only the state in the first quantum well sub-
band is relevant, and its function isϕz(z) =

√
2/z0sin(πz/z0)

if a hard wall is assumed,z0 being the QD vertical well
thickness. In a magnetic fieldB, the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian,H0 = ~2k2/2m+V(r)+HZ, has the well-known Fock-
Darwin (FD) solution, whereHZ = g0µBB · σ/2 is the Zee-
man term,g0 is the bulkg-factor, andk is the kinetic mo-
mentum that includes the magnetic vector potential. We in-
clude all SO terms in 2D zincblende QDs, namely Rashba
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and Dresselhaus interactions. The former is due to surface
inversion asymmetry (SIA) induced by the 2D confinement,
while the latter is caused by the bulk inversion asymme-
try (BIA) present in zincblende structures. The SIA Hamil-
tonian isHSIA = ασ ·∇V(r ,z)× k, while the BIA isHBIA =
γ[σxkx

(
k2

y−k2
z

)
+ σyky

(
k2

z−k2
x

)
+ σzkz

(
k2

x−k2
y

)
], with cou-

pling constantsα andγ. Thez-confinement yields the electric
field dV/dz in the SIA Hamiltonian as well as the momentum
average

〈
k2

z

〉
= (π/z0)2 in the BIA terms. The full QD Hamil-

tonian is thenH = H0+HSIA+HBIA, which is diagonalized in
a basis containing110FD states. Details about the derivation
of H are found elsewhere [5].

We calculate spin relaxation rates between the two lowest
Zeeman sublevels caused by piezoelectric and deforma-
tion acoustic phonons via Fermi’s Golden Rule:Γ f i =
2π/~∑ j,Q

∣∣γ f i(q)
∣∣2 |Z(qz)|2

∣∣M j(Q)
∣∣2 (nQ + 1)δ(∆E +~c jQ),

where the sum is over the emitted phonon modesj
( j = LA,TA1,TA2) with momentum Q = (q,qz). The
term Z(qz) = 〈ϕz|eiqzz|ϕz〉 (γ f i(q) = 〈 f |eiq.r |i〉) is the form
factor perpendicular (parallel) to the 2D-plane (position is
R = (r ,z)), while nQ is the phonon distribution with energy
~c jQ; energies∆E = ε f −εi and states|i〉, | f 〉 are obtained via
diagonalization of the totalH, so that the SO mixing is fully
taken into account. The elementM j(Q) = Λ j(Q)+ iΞ j(Q) in-
cludes both piezoelectricΛ j and deformationΞ j potentials; in
zincblende structures they becomeΞLA(Q) = Ξ0ALA

√
Q (only

LA is present forΞ j ), ΛLA(Q) = 3Λ0ALAsin(2θ)q2qz/2Q7/2,
ΛTA1(Q) = Λ0ATAcos(2θ)qqz/Q5/2, and ΛTA2(Q) =
Λ0ATAsin(2θ)

(
2q2

z/q2−1
)

q3/2Q7/2 (both TA1 and TA2
modes are compacted as a singleTA mode forΛ j ), where
A j =

√
~(2N0Vcj)−1 andΛ0 = 4πeh14/κ. The bulk phonon

constants areΞ0 and eh14, c j are the sound velocities
(cTA 6= cLA), κ is the dielectric constant, andN0 is the
electron density. The triple space integral ([r,φr ,z]) allows
an analytical form, the same as two ([φq,qz]) of the mo-
mentum integrations, leaving a numerical integral only in
q. The only z0-dependence in this remaining integral in
Γ f i readsFj(z0) = (d jz0− (d jz0)3/π2)−2sin2(d jz0), where
d j =

√
(∆E/~c j)2−q2/2; q runs from0 to ∆E/~c j , while

Fj(z0) is multiplied by polynomials and exponentials inq in
the totalΓ f i . No approximation is needed in our derivation
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of Γ f i , so that the 3D nature of the phonon is fully taken into
account.

Regarding the effectiveg-factor, we consider two possi-
ble definitions involving the two lowest Zeeman sublevels for
in-plane (B‖) and perpendicular (B⊥) magnetic field, namely,
gE
⊥,‖/g0 = ∆E/(g0µBB⊥,‖) or gσz

⊥,‖/g0 = 〈∆σz〉/2 (〈∆σz〉 is the
spin expectation value difference of those levels underB⊥,‖).
Although the first definition is used operationally in experi-
ments where∆E is measured, the latter is intuitively reason-
able sinceg is a quantity intrinsically related to the spin value
of those levels. For no SO interaction, both definitions yield
g⊥ = g‖ = g0 (no anisotropy).

Figure 1 [9] shows the phonon-induced spin-flip rates as
function of in-plane (panelA) and perpendicular (panelB)
magnetic field, for different values ofE0, for GaAs QDs [10].
In panelA, smaller QDs present smaller spin-flip rates (longer
relaxation times). This happens because asE0 increases, the
orbital levels become more separated and then the SO cou-
pling becomes relatively less important. A strong dependence
of the rates withB‖ andE0 is clear. ForGaAsQDs underin-
planefields, we find that theTA piezoelectriccoupling dom-
inates atlow fields(< 14 T for E0 = 5 meV), while at high
fields the deformation potential takes over. The experimen-
tal spin-flip time atB‖ = 10 T for a 1.1 meV QD is 0.55 ms
[2], while from panelA we find 1.5µs. This time increases
by one or two orders of magnitude in a largerz-well (≈ 0.05
ms atz0 = 100 Å, not shown), which appears to be a bet-
ter match for the experimental conditions. A 5µs value was
found perturbatively (z0 = 50 Å, α=0) [11]. This confirms
that the perturbative approach [3] yields the same rates as the
exact calculation forGaAsin in-planefields.

Fig. 1. Zeeman sublevel spin-flip rates for GaAs QDs under in-plane
(panelA) and perpendicular (panelB) magnetic fields for different
QD sizes (solid lines with symbols). Curves with open symbols show
contributions from the distinct phonon mechanisms for the5.0 meV
QD; TA piezoelectric is dominating for GaAs. To understand minima
at low B⊥-field, which are due to a magnetic field-induced cancella-
tion of SO effects, see Fig. 4F.

In panelB, the most striking feature underB⊥ is the ap-
pearance of minima in the rates. TheE0-dependent minima

(12≤ B⊥ ≤ 16 T) are due to avanishing∆E (see Fig.4F).
At such values ofB⊥, a sublevel crossing produces a sudden
spin-flip. To understand the minima at low fields (6≤ B⊥ ≤ 8
T) we have to be mindful of the sine argument inFj(z0), which
may induce a minimum in the rate at a particular value of the
field, due to the interplay of the energy scales in the problem.
We find that the three low-field minima occur atB⊥-values
where amagnetic field-induced cancellationof the SO influ-
ence is produced on the respective∆E values (see Fig.4F):
below (above) suchE0-dependent values ofB⊥ – where∆E
recovers its pure Zeeman value ofg0µBB – the SO couplingin-
creases(decreases) the sublevel splitting as compared to the
QD without SO. Notice that the two smallest confinements
do not show the low-field minima. This is due to the lowest
sublevels acquiring the same spin (between3 and7 T at 0.7
meV, not shown), so that the rate decreases monotonically at
that field-range. Like in theB‖ case, the dominating phonon
mechanism is the TA piezoelectric coupling, but now atany
field. Our results agree with available calculations [4] at small
fields (B⊥ ≤ 1 T), so that we can confirm that the perturba-
tive approach isnot adequatewhen dealing with SO effects
in QDs in aperpendicularfield (even in GaAs)if the vertical
confinement is strong enough[12]. Notice that rates at small
fields (< 2 T) have the same behavior underB‖ andB⊥: the
smallerE0 the larger the rate; however, they are much larger
underB⊥.

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for InSb QDs. The confinements are such
that the same QD size-range used for GaAs is covered. The20.0
meV QD is chosen for the study of distinct phonon mechanisms,
where the LA deformation potential is shown to dominate. Both LA
modes have the same number of minima, which occur at the same
field-values. The number of minima increases withE0. Minimum of
the 3.0 meV QD atB⊥=1 T indicates a sublevel crossing (see Fig.
3F).

Figure 2 [9] shows results for InSb QDs [13] in in-plane
(panel A) and perpendicular (panelB) magnetic fields. In
panelA, in contrast to GaAs, minima in the rates are also vis-
ible underB‖ for the highestE0 values. At small fields (< 2
T), a monotonic rate drop is again observed asE0 increases.
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As shown for the20 meV QD, theLA deformation potential
is the dominant phonon mechanism forInSbatanyfield-value
(andE0). It is worth mentioning that, contrary to GaAs, where
a unique lowB⊥-field minimum is present for a givenE0, the
number of rate minima in InSb increases withE0. Notice that
both LA modes have the same number of minima – occurring
at the sameB‖-values –, while a larger number of minima in
the TA mode occurs at different field-values; this happens be-
causecLA > cTA, so that the sine argument inFj(z0) is smaller
in the LA mode. Notice that the oscillatory rate is well defined
until the Zeeman sublevels acquire the same spin; e.g., for a
15 meV QD, that occurs around 14 T.

In panelB, all spin-flip rates are well defined only forB⊥ <
8 T. Such a field is even smaller (around 2 T) for smallE0, as it
occurs for the3.0 meV QD; the rate minimum around1 T for
this E0 indicates a spin-flip, accompanied by the vanishing of
∆E (see Fig. 3F). Larger values ofE0 do not present spin-flip.
The relaxation rates in panelB do not show the monotonic
behavior seen at small fields for the in-plane field direction.
Like in theB‖ case, the LA deformation potential dominates at
any field-value. We emphasize that the perturbative approach
finds no usein InSb QDs because of the inherent higher SO
coupling.

Fig. 3. Electrong-factor of InSb QDs with differentE0 values. Left
(right) panels refer to in-plane (perpendicular) field. PanelsA andC
(BandD) showg‖ (g⊥), while panelsE andF show sublevel splitting
∆E for the two lowest QD states. PanelsA andB (C andD) showg as
obtained from the〈∆σz〉 (∆E) calculation. Dotted lines in all panels
refer to corresponding QDs without SO coupling.∆E in panelF is
multiplied by2.

Figures 3 [14] (InSb, [13]) and 4 [14] (GaAs, [10]) present
the effectiveg-factor for differentl0 sizes, with left (right)
panel for in-plane (perpendicular) fields, while dotted lines
show results without SO coupling. PanelsA andB (C andD)
use the definition ofg in terms of〈∆σz〉 (∆E). The respective
sublevel energy splitting is shown in panelsE andF . Notice
that for InSb both definitions yield basically the samelow B‖-
field results. The drop ing‖ is faster in thegσz curves because
the two lowest states acquire the same spin at higher fields.
In the low B⊥-field results, however, the twog-factor defin-

itions yield different values mainly at weaker confinements,
although the drop ing⊥ is also faster in thegσz curves. Ob-
serve that for the smallestE0 (largest SO effect) of3.0 meV, a
sign change is seen ingσz

⊥ around1 T, which relates to an un-
usual crossing involving thegroundand first excited states. In
both field-directions, smallerE0 yields smallerg-factor, which
shows that SO coupling provides a channel to manipulateg in
QDs under magnetic fields. Notice the clear anisotropy ingE

(panelsC andD): the same QD confinement showsgE
⊥ < gE

‖ ,
since the mixing with higher orbitals is stronger forB⊥. If the
gσz definition is considered (panelsA andB), such anisotropy
is not as remarkable at low fields.

Figure 4 shows that for GaAs both definitions in panelsA
andC give essentially the sameg‖-values. Results are totally
different in a perpendicular field. At1.1 meV, it can be seen
(panelB) that gσz

⊥ has inverted sign at low fields, becomes
zero forB⊥ between4 and8 T, then acquires inverted sign
again, and suddenly flips back to its ‘normal’ behavior at13.7
T; under higher fields,gσz

⊥ goes to zero since the two lowest
level spins are aligned. PanelB also shows that largerE0-
values (smaller SO coupling) cancels the field range wheregσz

⊥
is zero. Notice that the weaker the confinement the smaller the
field where the sign change occurs.

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for GaAs QDs.gσz
⊥ has inverted sign at

low fields, indicating that SO coupling is stronger than the pure Zee-
man splitting. Dashed lines connecting panelsD andF show fields
for whichgE

⊥/g0 = 1, where the SO effect is effectively cancelled by
the magnetic field.g in D is divided by10.

One finds totally different results forgE
⊥ (panelD), which

may even assume values12times larger thang0 for the small-
estE0 at low fields; still at low fields, largerE0 tend to reduce
gE
⊥ towardsg0. At high fields (insetG), gE

⊥ goes to zero when
the level crossing involving the ground state occurs. For every
E0 there is a magnetic field – indicated by the dashed lines
connecting panelsD andF – wheregE

⊥ goes from higher to
smaller values thang0 (see discussion for the low-field min-
ima in Fig. 1B). Such result emphasizes the intricate compe-
tition between external magnetic field and intrinsic SO cou-
pling in QDs [6]. In GaAs QDs, the anisotropic nature of the
g-factor is much more pronounced, despite the small values
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of the SO constants. For an experimental comparison [8], at
GaAs QD withE0 = 1.1 meV andB‖=10 T, ∆E ' 200 µeV
was reported, while from Fig. 4E one finds∆E ' 180µeV; in
a linear fit,|g|= 0.29±0.01was found and from Fig.4A (4C)
one has|gσz

‖ |= 0.30 (|gE
‖ |= 0.31).

Even though both QD materials show minima in the spin-
flip rates – withB⊥ for GaAs and withB‖ andB⊥ for InSb –
their origin is slightly different. Minima come from the na-
ture of thez-confinement, and the field where they occur de-
pend onl0. The SO coupling mixes spins and alters splitting
of sublevels in distinct ways according to field-direction and
QD material, so that spin relaxation can be induced by piezo-

electric (wide-gap) and deformation (narrow-gap) phonons.
The external field opens channels (at the rate minima) where
long spin relaxation times (' 1 s) may be reached, so that the
spin coherence required for quantum computing could be im-
proved. The SO coupling is able to tune the anisotropic elec-
trong-factor in QDs and even change its sign. There is a com-
plex interplay between SO and magnetic energies, which cre-
ates distinct phases in the GaAs QD spectra underB⊥, where
the SO interaction increases or decreases the Zeeman sublevel
splitting. These features would not have been accessed if a
perturbative approach had been used, especially for QDs with
large (small) lateral (vertical) size.
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